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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the time dependent nonlinear scalar differential equation
x¨+Vx(x, t)=0, (1.1)
whereV(x, t+1)=V(x, t), which is a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian
H2 (x, x˙, t)=
x˙2
2
+V(x, t).
According to the growth speed of V(x, t) with respect to the variable x
nearby infinite point, Eq. (1.1) is classified into the following three cases:
(1) Superlinear case. Vx(x, t)/xQ+. as xQ ±.;
(2) Semilinear case. 0 < k [ Vx(x, t)/x [K <+.;
(3) Sublinearcase. Sign(x) · g(x)Q+.andg(x)/xQ 0 as xQ ±.,
where the above limits or inequalities are uniform with respect to the
variable t ¥ R.
It is well known that the longtime behaviour of Eq. (1.1) can be very
intricate. For example, there are equations having unbounded solutions but
with infinitely many zeros and with nearby unbounded solutions having
randomly prescrided number of zeros and also periodic solutions; see [18].
In contrast to such unbounded phenomenon Littlewood [8] suggested to
study the boundedness of all the solutions of
x¨+g(x)=p(t) (1.2)
in superlinear and sublinear cases where p(t+1)=p(t).
The first result in superlinear case is due to Morris [17], who proved
that all the solutions of
x¨+2x3=p(t) (1.3)
are bounded, where p(t) ¥ C0(S1). In 1987, Dieckerhoff and Zehnder [2]
proved that all the solutions of
x¨+x2n+1+C
2n
i=0
pi(t) x i=0, (n ¥N) (1.4)
are bounded where pi(t+1)=pi(t) ¥ C.(R)(i=0, 1, ..., 2n). Subsequently,
this result was extended to more general cases for a large class of super-
linear function V(x, t) in Eq. (1.1) by several authors; we refer to [6, 7, 10,
26, 28, 29] and references therein.
Recently, the boundedness of all the solutions for the following sublinear
equation
x¨+|x|a−1 · x=e(t) (1.5)
has been studied in [5, 14], where 0 < a < 1. They proved that every solu-
tion of Eq. (1.5) is bounded if e(t)=e(t+1) is a smooth function. Liu [9]
studied the general form Eq. (1.2) in sublinear case and under some
reasonable assumptions, gave an affirmative answer to Littlewood’s
problem in the sublinear case.
However, the boundedness in the semilinear case is quite different and
very delicate. Some of the difficulties are related to the phenomenon of
linear resonance. For example, the linear equation
x¨+n2 x=cos nt (n ¥N)
has no bounded solutions. Another interesting example was constructed by
Ding [3]. He proved that the equation
x¨+n2 x+arctan x=4 cos nt (1.6)
has no 2p-periodic solutions. In this case, from Massera’s theorem [16]
with an observation that every solution of Eq. (1.6) exists on the whole
t-axis, we conclude that all the solutions are unbounded.
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In 1996, Ortega [20] investigated a special form of Eq. (1.2) in the
semilinear case
x¨+ax+−bx−=1+eh(t), (1.7)
where e is a small parameter, a and b are positive constants (a ] b),
x+=max{x, 0}, and x−=max{−x, 0}. He proved that all the solutions of
Eq. (1.7) are bounded if the 1-periodic function h(t) ¥ C4(R) and |e| is suf-
ficiently small. Later Liu [11] and Ortega [21] improved the result for the
cases 1/`a+1/`b ¥ Q and 1/`a+1/`b ¥ R0Q, respectively. Further
results have appeared in [12, 13, 22, 27] for semilinear Duffing’s equation.
In 1998, Ortega [23] proposed the problem whether all solutions of
x¨+arctan x=ee(t) (1.8)
are bounded or not, where e is a small parameter and e(t+1)=e(t). In this
paper, using the method in [9] we will give an affirmative answer to this
problem.
We denote by c < 1 and C > 1, respectively, two universal positive
constants.
The main result is
Theorem 1. Assume that e is a small parameter, e(t) ¥ C.(S1) and
>10 e(t) dt=0. Then every solution of (1.8) is bounded, that is, if x=x(t) is a
solution of (1.8), then it is defined on (−.,+.) and
sup
t ¥ R
(|x(t)|+|x˙(t)|) < +..
Remark. The condition that >10 e(t) ds=0 can be deleted, see Section 5,
Remark 2.
The proofs are based on Moser’s twist theorem [4, 19, 25], by means of
the following steps. Using transformation theory, (1.8) is, outside of a large
disc Dr={(x, x˙) ¥ R2 : x2+x˙2 [ r2} in the (x, x˙)-plane, reduced to a per-
turbation of an integrable system. The transformation is chosen in such a
way that the Poincaré map of the new system is close to a so-called twist
map in R20Dr. Then Moser’s twist theorem guarantees the existence of
arbitrarily large invariant curves diffeomorphic to circles and surrounding
the origin in the (x, x˙)-plane. Every such a curve is the base of a time-
periodic and flow-invariant cylinder in the extended phase space (x, x˙, t) ¥
R2×R, which confines the solutions in the interior and which leads to a
bound of these solutions.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some technical lemmas
which are useful for our proof are stated in Section 2 and Section 3. We
will give the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 4. Some remarks and another
theorem about the existence of quasiperiodic solutions, the Aubry–Mather
set, and unlinked periodic solutions are given in Section 5.
2. ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES AND SOME ESTIMATES
In this section, we first introduce action-angle variables for Eq. (1.8) and
state some technical lemmas which will be used in the proof of our main
result. From now on we assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold.
For brevity, we set g(x)=arctan x and E(t)=> t0 e(s) ds. Therefore we
have
G(x)=Fx
0
arctan s ds=x·arctan x− 12 ln(1+x
2).
Since g(x) is odd and >10 e(t)=0, G(x) is even and E(t) is 1-periodic. Let
W(x)=G(x)
g(x)
. Then it is easy to verify that for all |x| \ d0 with some fixed
constant d0 > 0
1
2 < 1−a [WŒ(x) [ 1, (2.1)
and
|xkG (k)(x)| [ C·G(x) (-k ¥N) (2.2)
Equation (1.8) is equivalent to the planar Hamiltonian system
x˙=“yh(x, y, t), y˙=−“xh(x, y, t), (2.3)
with Hamiltonian
h(x, y, t)=
y2
2
+G(x)+ey E(t). (2.4)
Consider an auxiliary autonomous system
x˙=y, y˙=−g(x), (2.5)
which is an integrable Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian
H*(x, y)=12y
2+G(x).
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The closed curves Ch : H*(x, y)=h > 0 are just the integral curves of (2.5).
It is well known from [1] that (2.5) has action and angle variables (h, I).
To construct the map (x, y)W (h, I), we let H0(I) be the value of
H*(x, y)=12y
2+G(x) on that level curve which encloses area I in the (x, y)-
plane; i.e., we define implicitly by
G
H*(x, y)=12 y
2+G(x)
y dx=I. (2.6)
We define now the generating function S(x, I) as the area
S(x, I)=F
C
y dx, (2.7)
where C is the part of the level curve H*(x, y)=H0(I) connecting the
y-axis with the point (x, y), oriented clockwise. This defines S up to an
integer multiple of I=? y dx since C is defined up to an integer number of
full trips around the level curve. We define the map (h, I)W (x, y) via
Sx(x, I)=y, SI(x, I)=h. (2.8)
Then it is symplectic because
dxNdy=dxN (Sxx dx+SII dI)=SxI dxNdI,
dhNdI=(SIx dx+SII dI)NdI=SIx dxNdI.
Equation (2.3) in the new variables (h, I, t) retains its Hamiltonian character
with the new Hamiltonian
H(h, I, t)=H0(I)+H1(h, I, t), (2.9)
where H1(h, I, t)=eyE(t), and y=y(h, I) is defined implicity by (2.8).
Now we give an expression for H0(I). Denote by G
−1
+ and G
−1
− the right
and left inverse of G, respectively. Assume (x+, 0) and (x− , 0) are the
intersection points of Ch with the x-axis, i.e.,
x−=G
−1
− (H0(I)) < 0 < G
−1
+ (H0(I))=x+.
Since G(x) is even, we have x+=−x− . Rewriting (2.6) we obtain the
implicit definition of H0(I):
I=4`2 Fx+
0
`H0(I)−G(t) dt. (2.10)
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Restating this slightly, H0(I) is defined as the inverse function of
I0(H)=4`2 F
x+
0
`H−G(t) dt, (2.11)
where x+(H)=G
−1
+ (H).
In the following, we state some lemmas which will be used in Sections 3
and 4.
Lemma 2.1. For all H large enough, we have
2`2H·G−1+ (H) [ I0(H) [ 4`2H·G−1+ (H), (2.12)
I (k)0 (H) \ c ·H−k · I0(H) (k=1, 2) (2.13)
Proof. (1) One can prove it by comparing the area bounded by Ch
respectively with the area of the triangle or rectangle with sides `2H and
G−1+ (H).
(2) Similar to the proof of [7, A3.2], one can prove that
I −0(H)=
4
H
Fx+
0
11
2
+WŒ(t)2 ·`2(H−G(t)) dt.
It is easy to verify that for all x ¥ R
1
2 [WŒ(x) [ 1.
Therefore we have
I −0(H) \H−1 · I0(H)
which leads to
I0(H) \ C·H.
Let H be large enough such that
4`2 (12 −a) d0 ·H−
1
2 < c0 <
1
4−
1
2 a.
Set a0=a+c0. Then 0 < a0 <
1
2 . By (2.1), we have for all H large enough
I −0(H)=
4
H
1F d0
0
+Fx+
d0
211
2
+WŒ(t)2 `2(H−G(t)) dt
\ 4`2 d0 ·H−
1
2+13
2
−a2 ·H−1I0(H)−4`2 132 −a2 d0 ·H−12
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=1 3
2
−a2 ·H−1I0(H)−4`2 112 −a2 d0 ·H−12
\ 13
2
−a2 ·H−1I0(H)−c0
=13
2
−a−c0 2 ·H−1I0(H)+c0 ·H−1I0(H)−c0
\ 13
2
−a0 2 ·H−1I0(H).
On the other hand, we obtain
I −0(H) [ 32 ·H
−1I0(H).
Therefore we get for all H large enough
(32 −a0) ·H
−1I0(H) [ I −0(H) [ 32 ·H
−1I0(H), (2.14)
which yields that
c ·H
3
2 −a0 [ I0(H) [ C·H
3
2. (2.15)
Using the same trick in computing I −0(H), one can see that
I'0 (H)=
4
H
Fx+
0
1WŒ(t)−1
2
2 · 1
`2(H−G(t))
dt.
Hence, we have
c ·H−2I0(H) [ (12 −a0) ·H
−1I −0(H) [ I'0 (H) [ 12 ·H
−1I −0(H) [ C·H−2I0(H).
L
From Lemma 2.1, it is easy to obtain the following
Lemma 2.2. For all I large enough we have
c · I
2
3 [H0(I) [ C·I
2
3−2a0 , (2.16)
|H (k)0 (I)| \ c · I−k ·H0(I). (k=1, 2) (2.17)
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Lemma 2.3 [7]. The following inequalities hold for all nonnegative
integers k
|“kIx(h, I)| [ C·I−k · |x(h, I)|, |“kIy(h, I)| [ C·I−k · |y(h, I)|, (2.18)
|I (k)0 (H)| [ C·H−k · I0(H), |H(k)0 (I)| [ C·I−k ·H0(I). (2.19)
By the definition of h, we have
“hx(h, I)=I −0(H0(I)) ·y(h, I),
“hy(h, I)=−I −0(H0(I)) · g(x(h, I)).
(2.20)
Lemma 2.4.
|“kI “ ih “ ltH1(h, I, t)| [ C· e · I−k ·`H0(I) , (i=0, 1) (2.21)
for all nonnegative integers k and l.
Proof. From the definition of H1(h, I, t), we have
“kI “ ltH1(h, I, t)=e ·“kIy(h, I) ·E (l)(t).
The conclusion for i=0 follows easily from (2.18) and |y(h, I)| [
`2H0(I) .
For i=1, from (2.20) we have
“h “ ltH1(h, I, t)=−e · I −0(H0(I)) · g(x(h, I)) ·E (l)(t).
By (2.1), (2.2), and (2.18), it follows that
|“kIg(x)| [ C
k1+· · ·+ks=k
C· |G (s+1)(x) ·“k1I x · · ·“ksI x|
[ C
k1+· · ·+ks=k
C· |G (s+1)(x)| · I−k1 |x| · · · I−ks |x|
[ C·I−k · : G(x)
x
:
[ C·I−k · |g(x)|
[ C·I−k.
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Similarly, by (2.13), (2.17) and (2.19), it follows that
: dk
dIk
I −0(H0(I)) : [ C·I−k+1 · [H0(I)]−1.
Therefore, by (2.16) we have
|“kI “h “ ltH1(h, I, t)| [ C· e · I−k+1 · [H0(I)]−1 [ C· e · I−k ·`H0(I) .
This completes the proof. L
3. NEW ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES
Now we are concerned with the Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian
H(h, I, t) given by (2.9). Note that
I dh−H(h, I, t) dt=−(H dt−I(t, H, h) dh).
This means that if one can solve I=I(t, H, h) from (2.9) (h and t as
parameters) as a function of t, H, and h, then
dt
dh
=“HI(t, H, h),
dH
dh
=−“tI(t, H, h). (3.1)
That is, (3.1) is also a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian I(t, H, h) and
now the action, angle and time variables are H, t and h, respectively. This
trick has been used in [6, 7].
Because of “IH(h, I, t) ] 0 for I large enough by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4,
we define I(t, H, h) as the inverse function of H(h, I, t) with t, h playing
the role of parameters; thus we define I1(t, H, h):
I(t, H, h)=I0(H)+I1(t, H, h).
Now we give some estimates on the function I1(t, H, h).
Lemma 3.1. I1(t, H, h) possesses the estimates for all nonnegative
integers k, l and H± 1
|“kH “ lt “ ih I1(t, H, h)| [ C· e ·H−k−
1
2 · I0(H) (i=0, 1) (3.2)
Proof. We will prove it in the following two cases: i=0 and i=1.
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Case 1. i=0. We classify it into the three cases:
(i) i=0, l=0, k=1. From the definition of I(t, H, h),
H0(I(H))+H1(I(H))=H, (3.3)
where we treat H as the independent variable and h, t as parameters, we
obtain
I(H)=I0(H−H1(I(H))) (3.4)
and finally, expanding
I1(H)=I(H)−I0(H)=I0(H−H1(I(H)))−I0(H)
in Taylor’s series,
I1(H)=−I
−
0(H)H1+F
H1
0
sI'0 (H−H1+s) ds, H1=H1(I(H)). (3.5)
We will now estimate H1(I(H)) via (3.3), thus use it in (3.4) and finally
use this in (3.5) to estimate I1(H). To estimate H1(I(H)), by Lemmas 2.1
and 2.4, note that I(H)Q. as HQ., and that |H1(I)| < 12H0(I) for all I
large enough and for all h, t; consequently
|H1(I(H))| <
1
2H0(I(H)) (3.6)
for all H large enough and for all t, h. To estimate I(H) we use (3.4), (3.6)
and the monotonicity of I0 in H, obtaining
I0(
1
2H) < I(H) < I0(
3
2H). (3.7)
By Lemma 2.1, it follows that
I0(
1
2H) > c · I0(H), I0(
3
2H) < C·I0(H), (3.8)
which leads to
c · I0(H) < I(H) < C·I0(H). (3.9)
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, we obtain
|H1(I(H))| [ C· e ·`H0(I(H)) [ C· e ·`H0(C ·I0(H)) [ C· e ·`H,
(3.10)
which we now finally use to estimate I1(H) from (3.5).
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Estimating the first term in (3.5), we get
|I −0(H) ·H1(I(H))| [ C· e ·H−
1
2 · I0(H)
as desired. The second term in (3.5) is bounded by
H21 sup
H−H1 [H2 [H
I'0 (H2 ) [ C·H21 ·H−2 · I0(H) [ C· e2 ·H−1 · I0(H).
This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) i=0, l=0, k > 1. Differentiating (3.5) k−1 times by H, we
obtain
“kH I1(H)=−C
k
i=0
Cki ·“ i+1H I0(H) ·“k−iH H1+“kH F
H1
0
sI'0 (H−H1+s) ds,
where H1=H1(I(H)) and Cki is an integer which is only dependent on k
and i. Note that
“kHH1(I(H))= C
k1+· · ·+kj=k
Ckj ·“ jIH1(I(H)) ·“k1H I(H) · · ·“kjH I(H)
and
“kH F
H1
0
sI'0 (H−H1+s) ds
= C
k
i, j=0
Ckji ·“ jHH1 ·“ iHH1 ·“k−i−j+2H I0(H)
+ C
i+j+l1+· · ·+ls=k
Ckjils ·“ iHH1 ·“ jHH1 ·“ s+2H I0(H) ·“ l1HH0 · · ·“ lsHH0
+ C
l1+· · ·+lj=k
Ckjl ·“ l1HH0 · · ·“ ljHH0 ·F
H1
0
s “ j+2H I0(H−H1+s) ds.
Therefore, the proof of (ii) reduces to the proof of
|“kH I(H)| [ C·I(H) (H± 1, k ¥N) (3.11)
Differentiating (3.3) by H yields
IŒ(H)=I −0(H−H1) · [1−H −1 · IŒ(H)].
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We express
IŒ(H)= I
−
0(H−H1)
1+I −0(H−H1) ·H
−
1
. (3.12)
The denominator above is close to one for large H, indeed,
I −0(H−H1) ·H
−
1=I
−
0(H−H1) ·H
−
0(I0(H−H1)) ·
H −1(I(H))
H −0(I0(H−H1))
=1·
H −1(I(H))
H −0(I(H))
Q 0 as HQ..
For H large enough we get
IŒ(H) < 2I −0(H−H1) < C· (H−H1)−1 · I0(H−H1) < C·H−1 · I(H)
proving the case k=1 in (3.11).
Assume inductively that (3.11) holds for 1 [ k [ n, now we prove it for
k=n+1. Differentiating (3.12) n times by H yields that
“n+1H I(H)=C
n
i=0
Cni ·“ iH I −0(H−H1) ·“n−iH D,
where D=[1+I −0(H−H1) ·H
−
1]
−1. The proof of (3.11) for k=n+1
reduces to the proof of
|“mH I −0(H−H1)| [ C·H−mI −0(H−H1) (m [ n, H± 1) (3.13)
and
|“mHD| [ C·H−m (m [ n, H± 1) (3.14)
Proof of (3.13). Note that
“mH I −0(H−H1)= C
m1+· · ·+mj=m
Cmj · I
(j+1)
0 (H−H1)
·“m1H (H−H1) · · ·“mjH (H−H1) (3.15)
and
“ lH (H−H1)=“ lHH0(I(H))
= C
l1+· · ·+li=l
Cli ·“ iIH0(I(H)) ·“ l1H I(H) · · ·“ liH I(H). (3.16)
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Using inductive assumptions in (3.16), we get for l [ n
|“ lH (H−H1)| [ C·H−l · (H−H1),
which by (3.15) and Lemma 2.2 implies that for m [ n
|“mH I −0(H−H1)| [ C·H−mI −0(H−H1)
as desired.
Proof of (3.14). It is easy to see that
“mH D=C Cmj · [1+I −0(H−H1) ·H −1]−1−j
·“m1H [1+I −0(H−H1) ·H −1] · · ·“mjH [1+I
−
0(H−H1) ·H
−
1], (3.17)
where 0 [ j [ m, m1+·· ·+mj=m. By (3.13) and Lemma 2.4, it follows
that for 1 [ j [ n
|“ jH [1+I −0(H−H1) ·H −1]| [ C·H−j · |I −0(H−H1) ·H −1 |.
Since
1+I −0(H−H1) ·H
−
1 [ 1+C·H−10 · I(H) · I(H)−1 ·H1 Q 1, as HQ.,
we have for all H large enough and 1 [ j [ n
1+I −0(H−H1) ·H
−
1 [ C
and
|“ jH [1+I −0(H−H1) ·H −1]| [ C·H−j.
Therefore by (3.17), we obtain for all H large enough and m [ n
|“mH D| [ C·H−m
as desired. This completes the proof of (ii)
(iii) i=0, k \ 0, l > 1. Similar to the above analysis, the proof of (iii)
reduces to the proof of
|“kH “ lt I(H)| [ C·H−k · I(H) (3.18)
for k \ 0, l > 1 and H± 1. In fact, according to (3.12), Lemmas 2.1 and
2.4, we conclude that the differentiation of I (k)(H) l times with respect to
the variable t does not increase the order of growth of the upper bound.
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Case 2. i=1. Differentiating the equality I(t, H(h, I, t), h)=I by h
yields that
“hI1(H)=−“HI(H) ·“hH1(I(H)). (3.19)
It is easy to prove that
“kH “hH1(I(H))= C
k1+· · ·+ks=k
C·“ sI[“hH1(I(H))] ·“k1H I(H) · · ·“ksH I(H).
By (3.11), (3.18), (3.19), and Lemma 2.4, we obtain for H± 1
|“kH “ lt “hI1(t, H, h)| [ C· e ·H−k−
1
2 · I0(H).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. L
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Up to now, we have given an equivalent form of Eq. (1.1), that is, the
system (3.1), which is expressed in the action and angle variables (H, t).
However, its Poincaré mapping is far from a small perturbation of the
standard twist mapping (t, H)W (t+H, H). Hence, one cannot use
Moser’s twist theorem directly.
In this section, we first introduce some transformations such that in the
transformed system, the terms depending on the new angle variable are
very small if the new action variable is sufficiently large and prove, based
on Moser’s twist theorem, the statement of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4.1. There is a canonical transformation Y : (l, y)W (H, t) of
the form
Y : H=l+U(y, l, h), t=y+V(y, l, h), (4.1)
where the functions U and V are 1-periodic in h and satisfy
U(y, l, h)
l
, V(y, l, h)Q 0 as lQ.
uniformly for (y, h) ¥ T2 such that under this mapping, the system (3.1) with
Hamiltonian function I(t, H, h) is changed into the form
dl
dh
=−“yK(y, l, h),
dy
dh
=“lK(y, l, h), (4.2)
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where
K(y, l, h)=I0(l)+[I1](l, h)+K1(y, l, h) (4.3)
with
[I1](l, h)=F
1
0
I1(t, l, h) dt.
Moreover, the new perturbation K1 possesses the estimate:
|“kl “ lyK1(y, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−k+
1
2 (4.4)
for all nonnegative integers k and l.
Proof. We will look for the required transformation Y determined by a
generating function F(t, l, h) in the following way,
H=l+“tF(t, l, h), y=t+“lF(t, l, h), (4.5)
where the function F will be given later. Under Y, the transformed system
of (3.1) is of the form
dl
dh
=−“yK(y, l, h),
dy
dh
=“lK(y, l, h),
where
K(y, l, h)=I0(l+“tF)+I1(t, l+“tF, h)+“hF.
By Taylor’s formula, we have
K(y, l, h)=I0(l)+I
−
0(l) ·“tF+I1(t, l, h)+K1(y, l, h),
where
K1(y, l, h)=“hF+F
1
0
(1−s) I'0 (l+s“tF) · (“tF)2 ds
+F 1
0
“HI1(t, l+s“tF, h) ·“tF ds.
We now choose F:
F(h, l, h)=−F t
0
1
I −0(l)
· (I1(t, l, h)−[I1](l, h)) dt.
Then K is of the form (4.3).
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From Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, it follows that
|“kl “ lt “hF(t, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−k+
1
2 (4.6)
for all nonnegative integers k, l and i=0, 1. In particular,
|“l “tF(t, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−
1
2
if l± 1. So one can solve the second equation of (4.5) for t,
t=y+V(y, l, h),
where the function V satisfies
V(y, l, h)=−“lF(y+V, l, h).
Set
U(y, l, h)=“tF(y+V, l, h).
Then the canonical transformation Y is of the form (4.1). Moreover,
similar to the proof of [2, Lemma 2], one can verify that
|“kl “ lyU(y, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−k+
1
2, |“kl “ lyV(y, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−k−
1
2 (4.7)
for all nonnegative integers k, l and l−1 ·U, VQ 0 as lQ+..
Let
f1(y, l, h)=“hF(y+v, l, h),
f2(y, l, h)=F
1
0
(1−s) I'0 (l+sU) ·U
2 ds,
f3(y, l, h)=F
1
0
“HI1(y+V, l+sU, h) ·U ds.
Similar to the proof of (3.13) in Section 3, it is not difficult to prove that
|“kl “ ltf1(y, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−k+
1
2,
|“kl “ ltf2(y, l, h)| [ C· e2 ·l−k−1 · I0(l),
|“kl “ ltf3(y, l, h)| [ C· e2 ·l−k−1 · I0(l),
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for all nonnegative integers k and l. Hence, from (2.14) we have
|“kl “ lyK1(y, l, h)| [ C· e ·l−k+
1
2
for all nonnegative integers k and l. The proof is finished. L
For l0 > 0, we define the domain
Al0={(l, y, h) | l \ l0, (h, t) ¥ T
2}, T2=S1×S1.
In order to apply Moser’s twist theorem, we need the following
Lemma 4.2 [2]. The Poincaré mapping P of (4.2) has the intersection
property on Al0 ; i.e., if C is an embedded circle in Al0 homotopic to a circle
l = constant in Al0 , then P(C) 5 C ]”.
Under the diffeomorphism Y1 on Al0 given by
m=I −0(l), y=y, h=h, (4.8)
the transformed system of (4.2) is of the form
dm
dh
=f1(y, m, h),
dy
dh
=m+f2(y, m, h), (4.9)
where
f1(y, m, h)=−I
'
0 (l) ·“yK1(y, l, h),
f2(y, m, h)=“l[I1](l, h)+“lK1(y, l, h),
(4.10)
with l=l(m) definded by (4.8).
Now we estimate the functions f1 and f2. By (2.14) and Lemma 3.1, we
have
c ·l
1
2 −a0 [ I −0(l) [ C·l
1
2, |“l[I1](l, h)| [ C· e.
Hence
c ·m2 [ |l(m)| [ C·m
2
1−2a0 . (4.11)
Obviously, l± 1. m± 1. Moreover, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have
|l (k)(m)| [ C·l(m). (4.12)
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From (4.4), (4.12), Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1, it follows that for all nonnegative
integers k and l
|“km “ lyf1(y, m, h) [ C·m−k ·l−2I0(l) · e ·l
1
2 [ C· e
and
|“km “ lyf2(y, m, h) [ C· e ·m−k · (C+l−
1
2) [ C· e.
Now we are in a position to prove the statement of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since the functions f1 and f2 are sufficiently small
if m± 1, one can verify that the solutions of (4.9) do exist for 0 [ h [ 1 if
the initial value m(0)=m is sufficiently large. Integrating Eq. (4.9) from
h=0 to h=1, we obtain that the Poincaré mapping F of (4.9) is of the
form
F : y1=y0+m0+X1(y0, m0), m1=m0+X2(y0, m0),
where X1 and X2 possess the estimates as well as f1 and f2, that is, for all
nonnegative integers k and l,
|“km0 “
l
y0
Xi | [ e (i=1, 2).
Because Y1 is a diffeomorphism, F possess the intersection property on
Am0 . Hence F satisfies all the assumptions of Moser’s twist theorem
[4, 19, 25]. From this theorem, it follows that for any w± 1 satisfying
:w−p
q
: \ c0 · |q|−52 , (4.13)
there is an invariant curve C of F and on which F is of the form
y1=y0+w.
One can conclude that there exist invariant curves of the Poincaré mapping
of the system (2.3), which surrounding the origin (x, y)=(0, 0) and
arbitrarily far from the origin. So every solution of (1.8) is bounded. L
5. FINAL REMARKS
Let us consider the more general equation
x¨+g(x)=ee(t), (5.1)
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where e(t+1)=e(t). We also let G(x)=>x0 g(s) ds and W(x)=G(x)g(x) . For
the reader’s convenience, we still use same notations without ambiguous-
ness. From the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to conclude
Theorem 2. Assume that e is a small parameter, e(t) ¥ C.(S1),
>10 e(t) dt=0 and g(x) ¥ C.(R) satisfies that for all x ] 0,
(i) x ·g(x) > 0 and there is a positive constant a
1
2 < 1−a [WŒ(x) [ 1;
(ii) |xk ·G (k)(x)| [ C·G(x) (-k ¥N);
(iii) c ·G(x) [ G(−x) [ C·G(x).
Then every solution of (5.1) is bounded, that is, if x=x(t) is a solution of
(5.1), then it is defined in (−.,+.) and
sup
t ¥ R
(|x(t)|+|x˙(t)|) < +..
Remark 1. The assumptions in this theorem can be weakened to the
requirement that they hold for x \ d for any fixed constant d > 0.
Remark 2. Because of Remark 1, the condition that the average value
of e(t) vanishes can deleted. In fact, if >10 e(t) dt ] 0, we can use
g˜(x)=g(x)− e >10 e(t) dt and e˜(t)=e(t)− >10 e(t) dt instead of g(x) and e(t),
respectively. It is easy to verify that g˜(x) satisfies all the conditions of
Theorem 2 for any |x| \ d with some positive constant d.
Remark 3. It is enough to assume that the functions g(x) and e(t) are
finitely smooth. Indeed, we can assume that g(x) ¥ C6(R) and e(t) ¥ C5(R).
Applying the Aubry–Mather theory [15, 24], one can prove the follow-
ing conclusions.
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, there is E0 > 0 such that
(1) for any rational pq ¥ (0, E0), Eq. (5.1) possesses an unlinked periodic
solution (Birkhoff type) with period q;
(2) for any irrational w ¥ (0, E0), Eq. (5.1) has generalized quasi-
periodic solutions with frequency (1, w) corresponding to the Mather set Mw;
(3) for any irrational w ¥ (0, E0) with 1w satisfying (4.13), there is a
quasi-periodic solution of (5.1) with frequency (1, w).
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